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A new actuator arrangement that is designed to protect postbuckled precompressed elements is presented. This
actuator arrangement uses through-the-thickness dynamic elastic-axis shifting to protect the convex face of
postbuckled precompressed bending actuators at high curvatures, which is important, as postbuckled
precompressed elements have been shown to possess simultaneous blocked force and deﬂection-level increases up to
four times those of conventional piezoelectric actuators. This innovation allows this new generation of highperformance piezoelectric actuators to be more robust and less sensitive to tensile failure and depoling on the convex
face. As the curvature increases, the elastic axis of the element is shifted dynamically from the center of the laminate
through the thickness toward or beyond the convex face of the actuator core, thereby relieving the convex face from
tensile loads and effectively stiffening the entire laminate. This dynamic elastic-axis shifting is achieved by adding a
facing sheet to the laminate that only carries tensile loads at high curvatures. A silicone spacer between the facing
sheet and the actuator element increases the moment of inertia of the facing sheet and increases the effectiveness of the
facing sheet. This paper presents an investigation into the effects of the facing-sheet/spacer arrangement on the
postbuckled precompressed performance. Analytical models are presented that predict the end rotation at which
facing-sheet engagement occurs. Experimental tests were done on a variety of spacer and facing-sheet geometries,
demonstrating the dynamic elastic-axis shifting principle for each of the conﬁgurations. Deﬂection testing of dynamic
elastic-axis-shifting modiﬁed postbuckled precompressed beams was carried out through end rotations in excess of
10 on 10-cm-long piezoelectric benders with good correlation between theory and experiment. It is shown that with a
weight penalty of only 12% with respect to the baseline actuator element, the robustness of the postbuckled
precompressed beam actuator elements can be signiﬁcantly increased.
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actuator width, m
coupling coefﬁcient, Nm
electric ﬁeld, V=m
precompression force, N=m
constant, N= deg
length, m
length during deﬂection, m
mass, kg
thickness, m
principal direction, m
transverse direction, m
offset from x axis during deﬂection, m
difference
postbuckled precompressed local deﬂection, deg
curvature, deg =m
end rotation, deg
normal stress, N=m2
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spacer
zero deﬂection
through-the-thickness direction

I. Introduction

A

DAPTIVE materials have been successfully employed in aviation for more than three decades. Applications ranging from
twist active wings to solid-state helicopter rotors, from missile ﬁns to
morphing wings, and from guided munition to adaptive hydraulic
couplers have all been proven on the bench and in ﬂight on aircraft
from the A-10 through the B-2 [1]. The most commonly used
adaptive actuators are based on either shape memory materials or
piezoelectrics. This ﬁrst group of materials uses a change in temperature to induce a change in mechanical strain. Even though the active
work density of this group of materials is high, their relatively large
power-consumption requirements can result in high system weight
[2] unless a change in ambient temperature is used as a trigger for
actuation [3,4]. Piezoelectric materials have the advantage of having
comparatively low power requirements, high bandwidth, and low
part count when integrated properly into an aircraft structure [5].
Since conventional piezoelectric actuators trade stroke for applied
force, various mechanical arrangements have been employed to
increase stroke [6–13]. Although effective, these efforts decreased
the total work output and often led to complicated actuator arrangements, lower system-level active work and power density, and an
increase in part count.
In recent years, several important advances have been made in a
new corner of adaptive materials actuation. These discoveries and
inventions are centered on extracting more performance out of
existing adaptive materials by simultaneously magnifying both
deﬂection and force capability. One of these approaches centered on
increasing the actuator stroke of PZT (lead titanate zirconate) stack
actuators by relying on their resonance frequency for ampliﬁcation
[14,15]. By using a buckled-beam motion ampliﬁer, it was shown
that angular deﬂections of a rotor blade ﬂap could be signiﬁcantly
increased without losing control authority [16]. A less complex, less
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heavy, and less expensive approach is the concept of postbuckled
precompression (PBP). Its earliest incarnation was primarily intended to increase the coupling coefﬁcient exhibited by piezoelectric
transducer elements [17,18]. Experimental testing showed that
(apparent) transfer efﬁciencies approaching unity could be achieved
by axially loading bending elements with forces that approached the
buckling load of the beam. In 2002, various actuator conﬁgurations
were invented that were intended to increase the mechanical work of
piezoelectric actuators by using axial loads to increase the coupling
coefﬁcient [12]. In 2003, these basic advances were expanded to the
realm of aircraft ﬂight control. The ﬁrst patent application built upon
the buckled-beam conﬁguration connected various parts of the beam
to ﬂight control effectors on aircraft ranging from subsonic through
hypersonic [19]. Since this early ﬁling, the invention has been
applied to guided munitions and uninhabited aerial vehicles (UAVs)
with a high level of success.
Figure 1 shows three examples of successful applications of PBP
elements as ﬂight control actuators. Figure 1a shows the a detail of
the PBP-equipped XQ-138 convertible UAV. Figure 1b presents the
application of PBP actuators in a morphing wing conﬁguration to
enable roll control on a subscale UAV. Figure 1c demonstrates the
application of a PBP element in a control surface of a micro aerial
vehicle. Other applications of PBP actuators include PBP-actuated
synthetic jet actuators and a novel wing twisting device [20,21].
Analytical, semi-analytical, and ﬁnite element modeling were shown
to accurately capture the behavior of PBP elements [22,23].

The concept of postbuckled precompression is relatively straightforward in that a slender beam is loaded axially to enhance bending
deﬂections as the axial load and imperfection levels are increased.
Because the imperfection level can be controlled by varying the
active commanded moments generated by the adaptive elements
placed on or in the beam, extremely large deﬂections can be commanded. In other words, the axial force creates a low net passive
stiffness (LNPS) or zero net passive stiffness (ZNPS) in the beam.
Figure 2 shows the basic PBP actuator principle and the effect of axial
compression on the amount of deﬂection. A typical bender element
conﬁguration shows the usual centrally located substrate with a pair
of piezoelectric elements bonded to either side so that bending
deformations can be introduced. If one considers the shape of Fig. 2,
it can be seen that the tensile stresses on the upper face of the upper
piezoelectric element can induce element depoling and/or fracture at
high deformation levels.
The reader is asked to consider three alternative PZT bender
elements, each designed for the same amount of work output, but at
various combinations of maximum applied moment and end rotation.
Their design spaces can be shown in the applied-moment endrotation diagram of Fig. 3. Within each design space of these actuator
elements, a combination of the maximum rated applied moment and
end rotation can be achieved. However, the actual maximum applied
moment decreases linearly with end rotation, forming the absolute
limits of each of the bender elements. Superposition of each of these
limiting lines results in an absolute boundary of the design space
within which all PZT bender elements of that particular work output
operate. By creating a ZNPS PBP actuator, there is essentially no
energy required to deform the structure, and the maximum applied
moment can be generated throughout the range of end rotations,
until the element fractures. In practice, the LNPS PBP actuator uses
part of this energy to strain the structure. However, signiﬁcant higher
applied moments can be applied at increased end rotations. This can
result in a signiﬁcant expansion of the design space of the original
actuator, as shown in Fig. 3.
As curvatures are increased to achieve high end rotations, the
tensile stresses in the convex face form the end-rotation boundaries as
depoling and tensile failure considerations come into play. One
useful mechanism that has been shown to work quite well to expand
these PBP boundaries is the use of coefﬁcient of thermal expansion
(CTE) mismatch between substrate and actuator elements. The
residual stresses that exist as a result of a high-temperature cure of the
laminate ensure that the PZT elements are in precompression.
Although quite effective in expanding the end-rotation envelope,
there are still difﬁculties at high curvature levels with simply using
CTE mismatch for precompression of PBP elements. Accordingly, a
new approach is needed to prevent tensile stresses from being experienced on the convex actuator face.
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Fig. 1 Application of PBP ﬂight control actuators: a) PBP actuator
element in grid ﬁn test-rig assembly for application on XQ-138 [24],
b) subscale UAV employing PBP-actuated morphing panels [25], and
c) PBP-actuated ﬂight control surface for micro aerial vehicle [26].
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Operating principle of a PBP actuator element.
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II. Facing-Sheet Engagement Modeling
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Limit lines for three alternative
PZT bender elements

Peak-to-Peak End Rotation, θ
Three alternative design spaces
with identical work output
Fig. 3 Expansion of moment-deﬂection boundaries made possible by
PBP actuator conﬁgurations.

This new approach is the subject of this article and relies on the
dynamic elastic-axis shifting (DEAS) of the actuator element. The
DEAS method has a profound effect on the behavior of the PBP
element, as it stiffens the element at high curvatures by shifting the
elastic axis from the center of the bender element toward or beyond
the convex actuator face [19]. This principle is achieved by adding a
facing sheet to the convex face of the actuator that only carries tensile
load at high curvatures, thereby relieving the ceramic PZT sheet (see
Fig. 4). By adding a highly compliant, low-stiffness spacer between
the substrate and the facing sheet, the effect of facing-sheet engagement on the stiffness of the laminate can be tailored. In the present
incarnation, the spacer is connected to the bender element at its
center. The facing sheet is offset from the spacer and air resides
between them. If the DEAS system is designed properly such that the
facing-sheets engage before the tensile face of the element fails, it
shifts the elastic axis so far that the convex actuator face only sees
extremely small tensile stresses while the concave face experiences
compressive stresses orders of magnitude greater.
DEAS is an important improvement of PBP actuators because it
introduces a sudden increase in bending stiffness as the curvature increases. When the loading on the actuator is constant, the
stiffening resists further curving. Additional measures such as
external bump stops (as were used in all applications of Fig. 1) can be
omitted, resulting in an additional weight savings and complexity
reduction. The addition of a facing-sheet arrangement to the PBP
element increases the overall robustness of the actuator, making it
even more competitive than conventional state-of-the-art ﬂight
control actuators.

Facing Sheets

Elastic center
F=0

Silicone Spacers

Symmetric position
Shifted elastic center

F>0
Stable, buckled mode

Fig. 4 Sketch of dynamic elastic-axis shifting in PBP actuator because
of facing-sheet application (side view).

To design PBP actuator elements with DEAS, it is important to be
able to predict at which curvatures (or end rotations) facing-sheet
engagement occurs. It is evident that this is dependent on the geometry of both the spacer and the facing sheet. In Fig. 5 the process of
facing-sheet engagement is presented in ﬁve subsequent sketches.
Initial beam imperfections are introduced by applying an electric
ﬁeld over the PZT elements. The addition of an axial force increases
end rotations until ﬁrst contact (fc) is reached. Beyond fc the beam,
spacer, and facing sheet behave as one laminate. Based on the
principle laid out in Fig. 5, the following subsections present two
simple mathematical models that correlate the facing-sheet/spacer
geometry to the end rotation of ﬁrst contact.
A.

Facing Sheet

Considering a cosine form factor for the facing sheet, which has
been experimentally shown to be accurate to within 3% of the actual
form factor, the following expression describes the shape of the
facing sheet at zero PBP beam deﬂection as a function of horizontal
coordinate, x, the length of the spacer at zero deﬂection, L0sp , and the
maximum height of the facing sheet, y0fs :



y
2x
(1)
yfs x  0fs 1  cos
L0sp
2
From experiments performed and reported in Sec. IV, it was
determined that the shapes of the actual facing sheets used experimentally possessed vertical displacements that differed in length by
no more than 3% of from the cosine form factor described in Eq. (1).
See Fig. 5 for a schematic representation of facing-sheet/spacer
arrangement, facing-sheet engagement, and nomenclature.
B.

Substrate

If one assumes a parabolic form factor for the substrate, which is
also a very close approximation to the actual measured shapes of the
substrate centerline, then the following relationship is seen between
the centerline of the substrate, the horizontal coordinate x, and the
end tab rotation angle :


x2
tan 
(2)
y~ s x  x 
Lsp
C.

Spacer

Considering that the spacer is attached to neither the substrate nor
the facing sheet, it fundamentally holds its thickness dimensional
characteristics through deﬂection to ﬁrst contact. Accordingly, using
Eq. (2), the height of the upper face of the spacer during deﬂection,
y~ sp x, can be approximated by the following expression:



y0sp
2x
y~ sp x  ysp x  y~ s x 
1  cos
Lsp
2


2
x
 x
tan 
(3)
Lsp
From Eq. (3), it can be seen that the height of the upper face of the
spacer during deﬂection is approximated by the height of the spacer
with zero deﬂection, ysp , and the shape of the substrate centerline
during deﬂection, y~ sp .
D.

First-Order First-Contact Estimation by Center-Point Matching

If one assumes that at small deﬂections, the actual mode shapes of
the facing sheet, beam, and spacer possess manufacturing irregularities near the edges, making the shapes of the three very similar,
then one can assume that contact occurs when the upper surface of the
spacer ﬁrst reaches the y coordinate of the facing sheet at the
midpoint of the PBP beam, such that
y~ fs jxLsp =2  y~ sp jxLsp =2

(4)
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of facing-sheet engagement and deﬁnitions.

Unlike the imperfection levels mentioned in Sec. I, which are
controlled deviations from a perfectly straight beam by inducing a
uniform bending moment, manufacturing irregularities are typically
one to three orders of magnitude smaller than commanded imperfections. Accordingly, these manufacturing irregularities, although
artifacts of real test articles, do not make signiﬁcant contributions to
the overall deformed shapes of the commanded structural deformations. Substituting Eqs. (1) and (3) and keeping in mind that
L0sp ! Lsp in buckled mode yields a ﬁrst-order approximation for
contact,
tan fc 

4
y  y0sp 
Lsp 0fs

(5)

From Eq. (5) it can be seen that by this ﬁrst-order estimation, the tab
angle  is just a simple function of the air gap between the upper
surface of the spacer and the facing sheet, divided by the length of the
spacer.
E.

Second-Order First-Contact Estimation by Length Matching

A more accurate method of determining the onset of ﬁrst contact
can be obtained by matching the lengths of the facing sheet and the
upper surface of the spacer. The length of the facing sheet can be
obtained by integrating Eq. (1) as follows:
s


dyfs x 2
1
dx
Lfs 
dx
0
 


Z L s
sp
y0fs 
2x 2

sin
1
dx
Lsp
Lsp
0
Z

s


dysp x 2
1
dx
Lfs 
dx
0
 

2


Z L s
sp
y0sp 
2x
2x
 1
tan  dx (8)
sin
1

Lsp
Lsp
Lsp
0
Z

Because it can be shown that the lengths of the facing sheet and
upper surface of the spacer for equal midpoint thicknesses are within
0.04% for end rotations up through even 10 , the lengths of the upper
surface of the spacer can be equated to the facing-sheet length as
follows:






y0fs 2
y0fs 2
’ L~ sp  Lsp 1 
L~ fs  Lfs  Lsp 1 
2Lsp
2Lsp


2 
Lsp
ysp  4 tan 
(9)
 Lsp 1 
2Lsp
Of course, it makes sense that the above estimation degenerates to
Eq. (5) upon solution. However, for a higher level of accuracy,
Eqs. (6) and (8) can be equated. As noted previously, whether using
Eqs. (6) and (8) or Eq. (5), for the deﬂections considered in this paper
and given current manufacturing capabilities, the solution methods
bear the similar levels of relevance against experimental data.

III.

Lsp

(6)

If one integrates Eq. (1) and assumes that y0fs  Lsp , then the
following approximation of facing-sheet length can be obtained:



y0fs 2
Lfs  L~ fs ’ Lsp 1 
2Lsp

Lsp

(7)

The above approximation has been shown to be good to within 1%,
given facing-sheet offset levels y0fs of no more than 10% of the spacer
length, Lsp . From experiments performed and reported in Sec. IV, it
was determined that the length of the actual experimental facing
sheets, Lfs , were indeed within 1% of the estimated facing-sheet
length given the above restriction on y0fs .
Given the comparatively complicated mode shape of the upper
surface of the spacer, an elegant simpliﬁcation as shown above in
Eq. (6) is not possible. Still, one can solve exactly for the length by
integrating the mode shape:

Prototype Description

The PBP actuator element under consideration was based on the
conventional bimorph PZTactuator laminate, as displayed in Fig. 6. It
consisted of two 192 m PZT-5A sheets bonded to either side of a
76 m aluminum substrate. The bonding layer between PZT and the
aluminum consisted of Hysol 9420, and E-glass reinforced epoxy end
tabs were added to either side of the substrate next to the PZT sheets to
provide structural area to bond the facing sheets to. To ensure a smooth
outer actuator surface (which was important for the functionality of
the DEAS concept), 25-m-thick steel leads were attached to the
14 mm
(0.55 ″)

Actuator Side View

14 mm
(0.55″)

La = 72 mm (2.85″)

L = 100 mm (3.94″)
191 µm (7.5 mil) thick PZT-5A piezoceramic sheets
76 µm (3 mil) thick aluminum substrate, 51 µm (2 mil) bond on either side
191 µm (7.5 mil) thick E-glass reinforced epoxy end tabs

Fig. 6 Typical PBP bender conﬁguration.
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Bimorph PBP Actuator
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yF S

y (mm)

10

3 mil 1010 Steel Facing Sheet

Silicone Spacers

0
ysp

−10

E-Glass End Tabs
−20

60
80
100
x (mm)
Fig. 7 Bimorph PBP actuator with facing sheets; dimensions and
deﬁnitions (side view).
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electrode faces of the actuator. The electrodes were electrically
insulated by adding a 51 m polyester tape layer on top of them.
Dynamic elastic-axis shifting in PBP actuators was achieved by
adding 76 m facing sheets to either side of the actuator. In the initial
state, both facing sheets formed a cosine shape with a maximum
offset yfs from the actuator surface (see Fig. 7). Between the actuator
face and the facing sheet, a highly compliant silicone spacer was
positioned that also exhibited a cosine shape with a peak displacement from the actuator surface, ysp . The low stiffness (180 kPa) of the
silicone spacer provided a negligible effect on the amount of bending
stiffness of the beam. When the element bent due to a compressive
force applied in axial direction (as in Fig. 2), the facing sheet at the
convex face made contact with the silicone spacer, which loaded the
facing sheet in tension and the actuator element in compression,
relieving the tension-sensitive convex PZT sheet. In this process, the
elastic axis shifted through the thickness of the laminate toward or
beyond (depending on ysp ) the convex face of the actuator (see
Fig. 4).

IV.

Experimental Testing and Results

To map out the inﬂuence of the facing-sheet geometry on the
behavior of the PBP actuator, a series of tests were conducted. The
experimental setup consisted of a PBP element in vertical pin–pin
conﬁguration in an axial compression tool. By moving the top end of
the actuator downward, the compression tool applied axial force to
the actuator and forced it to bend. Simultaneously, both axial force
and vertical displacement were recorded (with an accuracy of
0:1 m and 0.1 mN, respectively). Vertical displacement x was
then correlated to end rotation  with the assumption that the mode
shape of the PBP element resembled an arc. This relationship was
determined empirically using laser reﬂection techniques and yielded
x  0:006  4:6, where  was measured in degrees (accuracy
of 0.1 ), and x was in millimeters. Since charged PZT actuators are
sensitive to creep, the compression test on the PBP actuator elements
was carried out rapidly: within 3 s after the voltage was applied, all
data was taken. Figure 8 shows the general layout of the test.
To investigate the inﬂuence of spacer height ysp and facing-sheet
offset yfs on the force-deﬂection diagram, various test specimens
were prepared and tested. Six PBP bender elements were constructed
with various facing-sheet offsets. In addition, ﬁve different spacers
were fabricated of different heights. Not all combinations of facing
sheet and spacer could be tested, because either they were geometrically incompatible (i.e., the spacer was too big to ﬁt under the
facing sheet) or the end rotation at which engagement occurred was
beyond the end rotation at which tensile failure of the element
occurred. In total, 13 different combinations were tested at four
individual ﬁeld strengths E3 (130, 260, 390, and 520 V=mm). The
objective of the test was to investigate the inﬂuence of the facing
sheets and to see whether the predictions of ﬁrst contact (Sec. II)
correlated to what was seen in the experiment.
The results of the test, together with the ﬁrst- and second-order
predictions of facing-sheet engagement, are shown in Table 1 and are
discussed later in this section. In Fig. 9, the results of three experiments at an electric ﬁeld of E3  130 V=mm are demonstrated. The
solid curve demonstrates the exponential increase in end rotation that
is obtained when an axial force is applied to the element. On this line,

Fig. 8

Experimental setup.

the circular and square markings demonstrate the predicted end
rotations at which ﬁrst contact would occur according to the ﬁrstorder [Eq. (5)] and second-order [Eqs. (6) and (8)] models, respectively. The dashed lines are the experimental results from the PBP/
DEAS test, where the facing sheet and spacers were in place. Three
different values of y  yfs  ysp are displayed in this plot, clearly
showing that the larger the air gap between the spacer and the facing
sheet, the larger the end-rotation angle at which engagement
occurred. It can also be observed that the onset was quite smooth at
lower values of y, whereas at values closer to the fraction boundary,
the onset was more abrupt and the force-rotation curve displayed
more of a kink when the facing sheet engaged.
The functionality of the facing sheets is obvious from this ﬁgure, in
that after engagement, the stiffness of the actuator element is
increased signiﬁcantly such that it stays clear of the fracture boundary, even at increased compressive force. Regardless of spacer/
facing-sheet geometry, the stiffening of the element was very
pronounced in all of the experiments upon facing-sheet engagement
( > fc ). A clear increase in axial force was observed as the facing
sheet touched the spacer and started to carry part of the load. In
general, the point of ﬁrst contact shifted backward when the initial
distance between the spacer and facing sheet was increased.
Prediction of ﬁrst contact is fairly good in the case of y=L  1:12
and 2.92% but shows a signiﬁcant discrepancy for y=L  1:80%.
By examining the data of Fig. 9, a method of determining contact
angle fc could be divined. This method was termed the median slope
technique (MST) and was based on the slope halfway between the
two principal slopes on the knee of the rise during transition from free
PBP to constrained PBP. The contact angle was deﬁned at the point at
which this median slope occurred. In Sec. II, two models were
presented to predict the angle of ﬁrst contact. Considering a working
length of Lsp  72 mm, a comparison of predicted contact angle as a
function of offset distance yfs  ysp was obtained via Eq. (5).
Equations (6) and (8) predicted the angle of ﬁrst contact by correlating the lengths of the facing sheets and the lengths of the upper
face of the spacer. By using the MST to determine the end rotation at
which ﬁrst contact occurred, a comparison was made between the
experimental data and the predictions of Eq. (5) and Eqs. (6) and (8).
Table 1 gives an overview of the DEAS onset and its relation to
y=L, as well as the comparison with the ﬁrst- and second-order
models.
The experimental and theoretical values of the DEAS onset angle
are graphically represented in Fig. 10. As can be seen from this ﬁgure,
the experimental data showed substantial scatter. Possible causes for
this scatter included manufacturing imperfections and the nonuniform engagement of the facing sheet, which resulted in an incorrect
determination of the engagement end rotation. A linear regression of
the data resulted in a product-moment correlation coefﬁcient of
0.805. As a whole, the agreement was fairly good, with the slope of
the least-squares linear ﬁt matching the slope of the predicted angle
of ﬁrst contact almost exactly, with a 0.3 offset. Curiously enough,
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Table 1
yfs =L, %

ysp =L, %
1.27
1.65
2.77
1.65
2.77
3.45
2.77
3.45
4.06
3.45
4.06
4.39

fc , exp.


2.92
2.54
1.42
2.92
1.80
1.12
2.69
2.01
1.40
2.90
2.29
2.21

10.1
6.9
3.4
9.4
5.4
4.0
8.3
6.1
3.5
7.2
5.0
5.0

the higher-ﬁdelity model considering Eqs. (6) and (8) provided
poorer correlation with experiment.
Considering Eqs. (6) and (8) as the triggering condition for
engagement of the facing sheet, at the center of the beam, the elasticaxis shift with end rotation can be seen in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11, it is
clear that the elastic axis dynamically shifted from the center of the
PBP beam to a distance more than two beam thicknesses above the
convex face of the PBP beam at the longitudinal center of the actuator
element.
In Table 1, the mass that was added to the actuator by the facingsheet/spacer arrangement is scored in the column under m=ma. For
an actuator element employing two spacers, the relation between
ysp =L and msp is as follows:
Z

La

msp  2sp bsp
0




ysp
2x
dx  sp bsp ysp La (10)
1  cos
La
2

The increase in weight caused by the facing sheet itself was identical
for all arrangements and amounted to 1.26 g. Since weight is one of
the primary optimization parameters in ﬂight control actuator design,
an effort was made to reduce it without losing the beneﬁts of the
DEAS on the robustness of the actuator.

Fracture Boundary

fc , Eq. (5)



9.2
8.0
4.5
9.2
5.7
3.6
8.5
6.4
4.4
9.1
7.2
7.0

9.4
8.4
5.0
9.5
6.3
4.1
9.1
7.0
5.1
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From Table 1, it is clear that the thinnest spacer gave the least
weight increase, and its behavior was still comparable with thicker
spacers. In an attempt to reduce the total weight of the actuator even
further, the 76 m steel facing sheet was replaced by a 25:4 m steel
facing sheet and a 74 m unidirectional carbon-epoxy facing sheet,
respectively. This reduced the weight of the facing sheets by 66 and
72%, respectively, and did not have a particular effect on the results.
To reduce weight even further, the widths of both the facing sheet and
the spacer were reduced to 20% of the actuator width, using a 69-mthick carbon-epoxy facing sheet. Results are shown in Fig. 12 for a
1.75 mm spacer. The result of this experiment shows that DEAS was
still very pronounced and started at fc  8:7 .
Two interesting observations can be made from Fig. 12. First, the
slope of the curves when fs is surpassed is less steep for this
conﬁguration than for the conﬁgurations for which the results are
displayed in Fig. 9. The smaller slope was caused by the decreased
contact area between spacer and facing sheet, which was reduced by
80% with respect to the original arrangement. The smaller contact
area gave the spacer a lower resistance to the compressive force
induced by the facing sheet (i.e., lower effective compressive
stiffness), resulting in a less pronounced DEAS effect.
Second, the curve displays a kink at fs , rather than a gentle change
in slope as for the previous conﬁgurations. The kink in the curve
indicates that the facing sheet almost simultaneously touched the
spacer everywhere on its surface. Because of small misalignments
between spacer and facing sheet caused by manufacturing ﬂaws, this
12
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Experimental Data According to MST
Linear Trend of Experimental Data
1st Order App. (Eq. 5)
2nd Order App. (Eqs. 6 and 8)
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V. Minimizing Weight of PBP/DEAS Actuator

DEAS Onset, θfc (deg)

Experiments:
Plain PBP Element
PBP with Facing
Sheets

fc , Eqs. (6) and (8)
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Fig. 9 Example of experimental results for PBP element with
yfs =L  4:6%, E3  130 V=mm, L  100 mm, and b  10 mm.
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stiffened the actuator, making it less prone to bending. By adding lowstiffness silicone spacers between the facing sheet and the actuator
element, the amount of stiffening upon facing-sheet engagement
could be adjusted. Experimental tests were done on a variety of spacer
and facing-sheets geometry, demonstrating the DEAS principle for
each of the conﬁgurations. It was shown that the ﬁrst-order theory
gave a better prediction than the higher-ﬁdelity model of facing-sheet
engagement. Analytic modeling of the PBP element with DEAS
showed the same trends as were seen in the experiments. Although the
experimental data showed considerable scatter due to the nonlinear
nature of the problem, several DEAS onset angles were predicted to
within 2%. However, higher-ﬁdelity models are required to properly
capture the behavior of the elements during axial loading.
Experimental testing showed that DEAS onsets could be designed to
occur at deﬂections as little as 2 deg to more than 8 deg of end rotation.
Similarly, DEAS stiffnesses following onset were demonstrated to be
as much as an order of magnitude greater than simple PBP beam
stiffnesses, with a shift of elastic axis completely off the PBP beam
itself at high deﬂections. In an effort to save weight on spacer/facingsheet arrangement, the widths of both spacer and facing sheet were
reduced to 20% of the actuator width, and a 69 m carbon-epoxy
facing sheet was used. Because of the smaller spacer width, uniform
onset of the facing sheet was ensured, which was shown to correlate
accurately to the higher-ﬁdelity model predicting the end rotation of
facing-sheet engagement. This conﬁguration added only 12% to the
total actuator weight. The minor increase in weight and the increased
actuator robustness make the facing-sheet-equipped PBP actuator an
excellent replacement for ﬂight control actuators in subscale UAVs.
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0
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0 V/

mm

Experiments:
Plain PBP Element
PBP with Facing
Sheets

4
6
Compressive Force, Fa (N)

8

10

Fig. 12 Results for minimum weight facing-sheet arrangement.

uniform onset could not be achieved in the wider-facing-sheet
arrangements of Fig. 9. This resulted in a more gentle onset of the
wider-facing-sheet conﬁgurations, which is generally not desirable,
as it is less predictable. From Fig. 9, it can be seen that the secondorder ﬁrst-contact estimation accurately (less than 0.1%) predicted
the end rotation at which the facing-sheet onset occurred. The ﬁrstorder theory predicted within 5% of the measured angle of facingsheet onset. The total mass increment due to spacer and facing sheet
in this conﬁguration amounted to 0.39 g, which was only a 12%
increase with respect to the baseline PBP actuator.

VI.

Conclusions

PBP actuator elements have shown superior behavior over conventional piezoelectric bender elements. By applying an axial force,
both end-moment and end-rotation levels were magniﬁed simultaneously up to a factor of 4, resulting in highly curved actuator elements.
To prevent the convex actuator face from mechanical fracture and
depoling, a new concept that relied on through-the-thickness shifting
of the elastic axis was conceived. This concept composed of adding a
set of facing sheets on either side of the element that would only carry
tensile loads at high curvatures and thereby relieve the tensionsensitive convex actuator face. Facing-sheet engagement effectively
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